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Artist Growth
Presents The
Working Artist.
Caroline Aiken can't be stopped.
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To put it in her own words, recently Carolyn has "been
on the road for four months, carried everything I'd need
to gig including PA, piano, guitars, CDS, promotion,
cook stoves, food, tent, camping gear, bicycle, and 2
dogs. All in a '92 Nissan king cab and trailer for over
15,000 miles and 120+ performances all over." That's a
mouth full. We are very happy to feature her this week
as Artist Growth's Working Artist, well..... because
Caroline IS the working artist. She has succeeded
independently for decades on end booking her own
shows and planning tours. It all started back in 1968
when she helped a band out of New York on some
harmonies and ended up a full member. After being
asked to open for legendary guitar picker Doc Watson in
1979, she began a career as an opening act for many
national performers. Check her out and continue
supporting music where music needs supported most:
out on the road. Safe travels Caroline.
Speaking of On The Road, did you know Artist Growth
is giving away a Taylor Guitar, LR Baggs DI, TuneCore
account, Blue Mic, and D'Addario gear? Check out our
"On The Road" Give Away and be entered to win for
free by signing up for a free Artist Growth account.
Want to be featured in The Working Artist? Reach out and say hi. We
are here to support you, and we want to tip our hat to people out there
making music and managing growing careers. That's what Artist Growth
is all about.
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Ever feel like you're being followed?
We like you. Do you like us?

Have you been watching AGTV?
It's free. Hours and hours of hi def video interviews featuring music industry experts with decades of insight
into our ever changing industry. From publicity to management, recording to touring. It's all in AGTV.

Have you seen our blog? It's chocked full of knowledge and you can stream some killer
tunes.
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